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exclusive vs inclusive Vub

! new inclusive Vub measurement: 
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= 4.10 ± 0.28

Vub STATUS

inclusive:

exclusive:



IMPORTANT REMARKS ON VUB EXTRACTION:

INCLUSIVE MEASURMENTS include 

- theoretical prediction for non-perturbative shape functions in

- in the low invariant mass region sum of the exclusive decays (B    π,η,η‘,ω,ρ) – modeled by using  LQCD and 

LCSR form factors 

- huge background from                          if meaurement is extended to the B to Xc dominated phase space

(like Belle2021)

average of 4 different theoretical predictions

Important remarks on Vub extraction



Becher and Hill, , arXiv[ph] :0509090

EXCLUSIVE MEASUREMENTS include 

-

- theoretical predictions of B to π from factors – modeled by using LQCD and LCSR

- correlations among form factors 

- complementary theoretical input:   Lattice QCD      FFs in the high q2 region, LCSR        FFs in the low q2 regions

however, Vub extraction is the most precise

in the mid q2 region: 

To significantly reduce error of Vub one would need to reduce FF errors at q2 =0 to be less than 10%, while 

reduction if the error ar q2
max has almost no impact     IMPORTANCE OF THE LCSR CALCULATIONS !



FORM FACTORS FROM LIGHT-CONE SUM RULES (LCSR)



sum over hadronic states light-cone OPE (expansion 

in terms light-cone pion 

DISTRIBUTION AMPLITUDES

of increasing twist n

quark-hadron duality assumption: enhancement of the ground state and 

suppression of higher states:

M2 = Borel parameter

s0
B = (duality) threshold parameter



Important LCSR parameters:

continuum threshold for each FF !

Borel parameter dependence is weak:

PION DISTRIBUTION AMPLITUDE:   
lattice - RQCD, arXiv: 1903.08038 LCSR - fit, arXiv: 1103.2655

RESULTS:



EXTRAPOLATION TO HIGH Q2

validity of LCSR 

BCL PARAMETRIZATION – SL phase space                                                        is mapped onto 

the real z-axes: 

subthreshold pole

Bourrely,Caprini,Lellouch,arXiv:0807.2722



LCSR FIT AND RESULTS

lattice points are here shown only 

for illustration

low q2 fit: high q2 fit:

all form factors are fitted simultanously, 

with correlations among them included !



INTERPOLATION BETWEEN LCSR AND LATTICE QCD RESULTS

LCSR:

LATTICE QCD:

FNAL/MILC coll:        Nf = 2  + 1 gauge ensambles and staggered-quark action (staggering gets rid of some of degenerate 

fermions (doublers) in the fermion action by redistributing the fermionic degrees of freedom across different lattice sites)

RBC/UKQCD coll:     Nf = 2  + 1 gauge ensambles and domain-wall fermions (by introducing an extra dimension the chirality of 

quarks is separted and controlle)

HPQCD – not considered (share the same ensambles with FNAL/MILC; no correlations between form factors)

covariance matrix accounts for correlations 

between different FFs and different q2 points



Problems with f0(q
2) at high q2 –

incompatibilty with the lattice – very bad fit: 

modification of the BCL parametrization 

– introduction of the scalar pole above Bπ production threshold 

models: 

scalar pole - modifies the shape parameters and allows for more flexibility of the fit:



input RESULTS





LCSR + LQCD  FORM FACTORS RESULTS vs OTHERS



Our predictions: 

BRANCHING RATIOS



LEPTON-FLAVOUR UNIVERSALITY 

PRECISE PREDICTIONS FOR THE SM OBSERVABLES:

Belle , arXiv:1509.06521

Th + Exp prefers somewhat

lower values

(2020)

(2020)(2015)

(2015)



FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMETRY

FLAT TERM

TAU POLARIZATION



Vub DETERMINATION FROM EXTRACTED FORM FACTORS

exp from HFLAV , arXiv:1909.12524

- q2 binned average of BaBar (2010,2012) 

and  Belle  (2010,2013) data



Vub EXTRACTED FROM LCSR + LQCD  FORM FACTORS AND HFLAV DATA

EXCLUSIVE



CONCLUSIONS

 we revisit LCSR prediction for the full set of B    π form factors by simultaneously fitting them, 

including correlations and  focus on systematic uncertainties by using Bayesian fit and 

extrapolation in the full q2 region

 we carry out combined fit with precise QCD lattice results and provide the most up-to-date 

theoretical (LCSR + LQCD) form factors in B    π decays

 using HFLAV average of experimental B    π measurements with correlations we perform the 

fit and extract 1Vub1excl

 with obtained result we probe lepton-flavour universality, forward-backward asymmetry, flat 

parameter and polarization of the tau lepton in the SM



THANK YOU

the extracted  exclusive  |Vub|

differs from the most recent Belle result on inclusive  |Vub| determination

by just 1σ !


